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Why Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (SoTL) in doctoral education and supervision?

1. New demands for doctoral education
2. Importance of doctoral education to academy and research
3. Conflicts between 1 and 2
4. Very little is known about doctoral education
5. As a cultural driver for change
Supporting the development of SoTL in doctoral education

through a study program for doctoral supervisors?

Sonesson, A., & Ahlberg, A. ISSOTL-conference, October 2011, Milwaukee

Lund University’s new study program for doctoral supervisors

• Launched in spring 2010
• Three modules (A, B and C), equivalent of 1.5, 2 and 3 weeks, respectively
  – A: a general broad introduction
  – B: seminar-based
  – C: project
• Module A has been given 7 times, B has just begun and C has been given once

Workshop on Doctoral Learning and Supervision, Saturday 22 October, 4:30PM-5:30PM, Usinger Room
Sonesson, A., & Ahlberg, A. ISSOTL-conference, October 2011, Milwaukee
Some important tensions in the design of the study program

- Prescriptive — Discursive
- Individual — Collegial
- Know-How — Professional Competence
- Verified by close peers — Verified by professional community
- Individual transformation — Transformation of extended community

Does the program contribute to SoTL? How could we find out?

One way is to look at the knowledge produced in the program.

Here we have analyzed participant’s projects
In our participants’ writing we have looked for (preliminary questions):

1) Potential to transform local (or wider) practices
   - Is the object of study local (or wider) practices or phenomena?
   - Are the conclusions arrived at in scholarly way?
   - Is the text written for peers?

2) Learning between participants
   - Cross-disciplinary learning?
   - Cumulative knowledge building within program?

Example 1 of participant writing (in first cohort)

Qualitative investigation into process of selection of doctoral candidates. Interviews with responsible persons. Finds several overlooked problems. Provides arguments to improve fairness, equal opportunities, heterogeneity, and openness to new perspectives and research proposals outside the regular scope of the department. (Literature)

| Is the object of study local (or wider) practices/phenomena? | Yes |
| Are the conclusions arrived at scholarly? | Yes |
| Is the text written for peers? | Yes |
| Cross-disciplinary learning displayed? | No |
| Cumulative knowledge building within program? | n/a |
Example 2 of participant writing

Ten item survey to probe doctoral student independence, from research idea to dissemination, for each piece of student’s published work. Generates weighted “Publication Independence Index”, PIX, longitudinally for each student in survey. Compares students from different subject fields. Compares survey with open-ended questions and interviews on independence. Discusses results, for practice as well as for reliability of survey. (Engineering, group project)

| Is the object of study local (or wider) practices/phenomena? | Yes |
| Are the conclusions arrived at scholarly? | Yes |
| Is the text written for peers? | Yes |
| Cross-disciplinary learning displayed? | Yes |
| Cumulative knowledge building within program? | no |

Example 3 of participant writing

Reflective text on who to be and how to act, as supervisor for newly admitted doctoral student. Uses general advice in textbooks, ideas from workshops and a previous participant’s work as inspiration. Relates supervision to student learning, but in very general manner. Describes hopes and anxieties. Does not pin out local practices, nor relates to them.

| Is the object of study local (or wider) practices/phenomena? | No |
| Are the conclusions arrived at scholarly? | No |
| Is the text written for peers? | No |
| Cross-disciplinary learning displayed? | Yes |
| Cumulative knowledge building within program? | Yes |
Results (preliminary)